
WHAT ARE THE TWO DOTS OVER A LETTER CALLED IN FRENCH

The different French accent marks -- how to type French accents -- why French Finally, we have the trema: two little
dots above a letter. The trema is also sometimes called a â€œdiaeresisâ€• or â€œumlautâ€•, although technically it's
not an umlaut.

It was named by the linguist Jacob Grimm, one of the Grimm Brothers. That plural â€”i pulled the u forward
into umlaut. How do you alphabetize umlauted vowels? These are foreign sounds borrowed from Arabic. In
the International Phonetic Alphabet IPA , a double dot is used for a centralized vowel , a situation more
similar to umlaut than to diaeresis. In German, the umlaut is ignored for alphabetization purposes, except
when it comes to lists of names. Although the origin of the Siyame is different from that of the Diaeresis sign,
in modern computer systems both are represented by the same Unicode character. In the Pahawh Hmong
script, a double dot is used as one of several tone marks. This is because the Swiss typewriter keyboard
contains the French accents on the same keys as the umlauts selected by Shift. Not working? English was also
affected by the umlaut mutation. So, Hanti became Henti. Still frustrated? Eventually, the final i lost its
timbre. Later, the Fraktur forms were replaced with umlauted vowels. Firstly, according to certain French
language rules , it can change the pronunciation of the vowels a, e and o but never of e and i. It has three
functions. It was based on simplified European roots and was meant to be logical and easy to learn. So let us
take a look at each of the accents and see what each one does. Most surely! This indicates sounds similar to
the corresponding umlauted letters in German. Since the Middle Ages, umlauted vowels have been indicated
in various ways in German. Whereas the umlaut represents a sound shift, the diaeresis indicates a specific
vowel letter that is not pronounced as part of a digraph or diphthong. An artificial language full of umlauts
became hugely popular in the s. In Spanish it indicates that the u should be pronounced in the combination gu
which is usually pronounced as g alone. Here are two selected examples. The similar word dvojbodka "double
dot" however refers to the colon. With 12 umlauted letters, it is probably the word with the most umlauts as
well. But what about other languages? It is very similar to the German umlaut, and is formed by two dots that
are placed over the second of two consecutive vowels. The representation of the umlaut in Middle High
German was sometimes denoted by adding an e to the affected vowel, either after in regular size or above in a
smaller size. You should feel the body of your tongue move forward and up in your mouth. Use of the umlaut
for special effect[ edit ] See also: Metal umlaut The umlaut diacritic can be used in " sensational spellings " or
foreign branding , for example in advertising, or for other special effects. We can consider these loanwords
mostly from French that have enriched English throughout the centuries.


